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1. Introduction
Davenport and Lewis [3] have shown that if cv ...,cn, dv...,dn are
rational integers, then the simultaneous equations
(1.1)
= d1x1*+...+dnxn* = 0 '
have a non-trivial solution (that is, a rational integral solution with not
all the xi zero) provided that n ^ 18. Cook [1] has shown that the 18
can be replaced by 17.
The purpose of this paper is to establish the following theorem.
THEOREM. The two simultaneous equations (1.1) hive a non-trivial
solution whenever n ^ 16.
An example of Davenport and Lewis [3, (4) and (5) ] with n = 15 and
having no non-trivial solution implies that the above theorem is essentially
best possible.
As with previous work on this subject, we use a modified form of the
Hardy-Littlewood method. The principal difficulty lies as usual with the
minor arcs. The new idea is to give a major arc treatment to those parts
of the minor arcs which give the greatest difficulty in the Davenport-
Lewis argument. However, in order to succeed with this approach it is
also necessary to make use of a generalization of Cook's observation
concerning Hua's lemma. There is further a rather delicate question as
to the number of times that the same ratio occurs among the ratios oi/di
and the manner in which they are distributed.
2. The rearrangement of the variables
If for some j both c^  and dj are zero, then the theorem is trivial. There-
fore we can assume that for each j one of Cj and di is non-zero. Thus the
ratio Cj/dj always exists (in the extended real number system) and we
say that two ratios oi/di and Cj/dj are equal if c ^ = Cjd^ For brevity,
let ri denote cjd^ To prove the theorem it clearly suffices to consider
only the case where n = 16. An argument of Davenport and Lewis [3,
p. 115] (the 18 there can be replaced trivially by 16) disposes at once of
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the case in which seven or more of the ratios ri are equal. Thus we can
assume that no ratio ri is repeated more than six times.
The following lemma is the basis for an appropriate rearrangement
of the variables.
LEMMA 1. Suppose that among the ratios rv ..., r16 no ratio is repeated more
than six times. Then the suffices 1,..., 16 can be rearranged into two disjoint
sets <stf, 38 with ten and six elements respectively and such that
(i) among the ratios r^ withj e stf no ratio is repeated more than four times,
(ii) the ratios r} with j e 38 take on at least three distinct values and no
value occurs more than twice.
Proof. Suppose that exactly m distinct ratios occur among r1} ...,r16.
Group the same ratios together so that there are m groups, the jth. group
has lj members and
6 > lx > l2 > ... > lm > 1.
Clearly m ^ 3, lz < 5, and if m ^ 4, then lA ^ 4. Let ^ denote the suffices
corresponding to the j th group. If l2 = 1, then place min(4,Z1) members
of 3)x in $0 and the rest (if any) in 38. Then distribute the members of
3)2, ...•)2)m at random.
If l2 ^ 2, then form 38 by taking two elements from S)x, two from 3)2,
and two from Qlz (unless l3 = 1 in which case m ^ 4 and one takes two
from ^ 3 u ^ 4 ) . The remaining suffices are placed in s£.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
We relabel the variables in the following way. The suffices in $0 are
changed to l,...,10. Those in 38 are changed to 11,...,16 in such a
way that
fii #rie> r12^r15, r 1 2^r1 6 , J
or
r
u> fi2> r13, r14, r15 are distinct and rls = r16, (2.2)
or
rlv ...,r16 are distinct. (2.3)
3. Notation required in the proof
Since the ratios rv ..., r12 are not all equal we can choose non-zero real
numbers r)v ..., T)12 SO that
c1Th+...+c127712 = O,j
Moreover, we can assume without loss of generality that rji> 0
(i = !,.. . ,!2) since whenever necessary the c^e^ can be replaced by
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—ot, — dit and xf by ( — a^)3. Let
!i = W/s> U = W* (*=1,...,12), (3.2)
and
Ti{y)= S <yx% (3.3)
where P is large (in terms of e, c1}...,c16, dv ...,d16, rjv ...,rjie) and
e(a) = e2rria.
We further write
Our object is to
satisfy
Let otv a2 be real
and
Then
U(y)
estimate the
variables,
Yi = H«i
P4 / 8<x<2P4 / B
number JV{P
+ d{oc2 (i = l,
8 = 10-2,
') of solutions
3,...,16).j
...,16),
(3.4)
of (1.1) which
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
The open square ( ,^ l + ^ ) x (r), l+rj) is dissected in the following way.
We denote a typical major arc by
3ftK,<M) = {(«i,«2): IST«* — «*I < p-2~8 (* = 1, 2)}. (3-10)
where
(04,02,9) = 1 and 1 < OJL, a2 < g < P1-*. (3.11)
The 9^(0!, a2, q) are disjoint since, whenever a/q ^ a'/g' and g, q' ^ P1"*,
\a/q-a'/q'\ Z I / to ' ) > (l/g+l/V)-?*"2"*- Let 501 denote the union
of the major arcs, and m the minor arcs,
m = (r}}l+r))x(r)il+rj)\m. (3.12)
Throughout, e is a sufficiently small positive number and the implied
constants in the 0, <^, and > notations depend at most on e, clf ...,c16,
dlt ...,du, 7)x, ...,->716.
4. The minor arcs
LEMMA 2. We have
Ja Jo
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Proof. This is essentially Lemma 19 of Davenport and Lewis [3]. There
is a slight obscurity in the first line of their proof in that the reduction (in
our notation) to the case where r15 = r16 could conflict with the possibility
that r16 = ri for i = 11, 12, 13, or 14. However, in (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3)
we have arranged that this conflict does not occur.
LEMMA 3. Suppose that 1 ^ i, j ^ 10 and rx ^ rt. Then
' 0 JO
This is Lemma 2 of Cook [1].
Let
S(a,q) = ie(flm»/ff). (4.1)
TO=1
LEMMA 4. Suppose that {a,q) = 1. Then
This is Lemma 3 of Hardy and Littlewood [6].
LEMMA 5. Suppose that q ^ P1-*, (a,q) = 1, and \yq-a\ < P~2"*. Then,
for i = I,...,10,
(4.2)
and
Proof. The first inequality follows easily from Lemma 7.11 of Hua [7].
The second then follows in a straightforward manner from Lemma 4.
LEMMA 6. Suppose that 1 < i, j , k ^ 10, and rif rt, rk are distinct. Then
|A»i*«a <^  Pls+iS+e.
Proof. Let
9Wi(&<. K &> 9i) = (K>«.): I Mr ~br\< P-2-8 (r = i,j)}, (4.4)
where
qit qj ^ Pi"*, (bif 9i) = {bp qt) = 1, (4.5)
and
)qr (r = i,j). (4.6)
The StR1(6i, bp qt, qt) are clearly disjoint. Let SJlj denote the union of those
SCR1(&i, bp qit q^ with q{qj > P3/4, and let TTli denote the set of those points
of m not in Stftj. Note that mXmj may be a proper subset of '3R1.
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We first of all treat n t r Let (av a2) G xnv By Dirichlet's theorem we
may choose bit bj, qit qi so that
\qryr-br\<P+-*, (gr,6r) = l, qr^P*+* (r = i,j). (4.7)
Since (al5 a2) G (77, 1 + -q) x (rj, l+r)), where 77 is given by (3.8), it is easily
deduced from (4.7) that (4.6) holds.
If
qr>pi-8 (r = iorj), (4.8)
then, by Weyl's inequality (cf. Lemma 3.6 of Hua [7]),
Tr(yr) 4 P1+8(P-1 + ?r-1 + grP-3)1/4,
so that
Tr{yr) < P3/4+*. (4.9)
If for r = i or j
qr^P1-* and P1^-8 < q^l+P^y.-b.q-1]), (4.10)
then by (4.3) we have (4.9) once more.
We will show that no other possibility can occur. Thus, by (4.9), for
every (a1} a2) G mlf
Hence
mi
f1 fx| 2j
Jo Jo
Therefore, by Schwarz's inequality and Lemma 3,
We have to show that (4.8) or (4.10) are the only possibilities that can
occur. Suppose they are not. Then
rt < P 3 / 4 - 3 5 tr = l A \ ( 4 . 1 2 )
and
\yr~br(lr~x\ ^ qy-vzp-11/*-8 (r — i,j). (4.13)
Hence, by (3.6),
«2
Thus, if q^ ^ P3/4, then by (3.10) and (3.11) (ax,a2) is on a major arc,
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whilst if q&j > P3/4, then by (4.12) and (4.7) we have (4.5), that is,
(ocv a2) e SD .^ In either case the assumption (<xv <x2) e Tr^  is contradicted.
It remains to treat SO .^ By Schwarz's inequality and Lemma 3,
f1 f1
\TAy-)*T(y)iTk(yk)8\da1d<x2<^ P10+8.Jo Jo 3 3
Hence, by Schwarz's inequality,
. (4.14)
Suppose that bi,bi,qi,qi satisfy (4.5) and (4.6). Since ri and r^ are
distinct we can make a change of variables so that, by (4.4),
r r r r
I I ITiiyijTjtyj)|12dc*!da2 <^  I l^iiyi^jiy^l^dyidr/p (4.15)
J J j J
where
Wl^b, q) = {y: | qy - b \ < P"2"*}. (4.16)
By (4.2), (4.5), (4.15), and (4.16),
3
Hence, by Lemma 4,
J/
). (4.17)
We recall that 90^ is the union of those <3R1(bi, bp qit qj) with q^ > P3/4.
Hence, by (4.5), (4.6), (4.17), and the periodicity of S(a,q) we have (the
second term in (4.17), when summed over all bitbitqt,qit is absorbed in
the term q = 1)
[\\Ti(Yt)Ti(yi)\"dotldec%4P"(i:qr»'* £ \S(a,q)\A\ (4.18)
By Lemmas 12 and 13 of Hardy and Little wood [5],
(4.19)
and
\8(a,p)\42pU* (pta), (4.20)
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and by (4.12) of Hardy and Littlewood [4] and (3.46) of Hardy and
Littlewood [6],
8{a,&) = p2S(a,p1-*) (t > 3, pfa). (4.21)
Trivially
8(a, 3') 4 3'"1 (* = 2,3). (4.22)
Suppose that (a^qj) = {a2>q2) = (q1)q2) = 1. Then, by the Chinese
remainder theorem,
S(avq2)S{a2,q2) = S(a1q2 + a2qvqlq2).
Hence
£ \S(a,q)\^
o=l(a,g)=l
is multiplicative. Thus
( ) . (4.23)
Q<P o=l p < P \ l^A<P a=l
(o,g)=l p-fa
If h is of the form 3Z +1 with Z ^ 0, then by (4.20) and (4.21),
| j \S(a,ph) |1
o=l
K
If h is of the form Sl + m with I ^ 0 and m — 2 or 3, then by (4.19), (4.21),
and (4.22),
^-28ft/3 ^\S(a,ph)\
a=l
Hence, by (4.23),
Sg,-28/3 £ |
for a suitable positive constant C. Hence, by (4.18) and elementary
prime number theory,
Therefore, by (4.14),
This with (4.11) completes the proof of the lemma.
LEMMA 7. On the hypothesis of Lemma 6,
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Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 6 and the trivial inequality
ITT |2 < IT I*4.IT I*
LEMMA 8. We have
Proof. Since the ratios rlf ...,r10 arise from the set J ^ of Lemma 1, no
ratio is repeated more than four times and there are at least three different
ratios. Thus, by several applications of the trivial inequality
i*i . . .*j<izi im+. . .+izmr ,
we can always reduce to one of the two crucial cases, namely either Lemma
6 or Lemma 7. This easily gives the lemma.
LEMMA 9. We have
j\\T1(y1)...T12(y12)U(Yl,)...U(Y1Q)\dcc1dcc2
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemmas 2 and 8 and Schwarz's
inequality.
5. The major arcs
The rest of the proof is only briefly sketched, as it follows in all essentials
that of Davenport and Lewis.
LEMMA 10. Suppose that (<xlt a2) e <3Jl(a1,a2,q),
<li = ftfOi.Oa.S') = fl/foc^ + e^a), (5.1)
ft-aj-fltf-1 (i=l,2), (5.2)
and
Then
Lemmas 10 and 11 are Lemmas 33 and 34 of Davenport and Lewis [3].
LEMMA 11. On the hypothesis of Lemma 10,
LEMMA 12. We have
L ( ? l -
and
S (ft...<7i6)-1/3^<T7/3+8> (5.6)
ai,a2
where in each case the summation is over 1 ^  ax, a2 ^ q with (ax, a2, q) = 1.
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Proof. This follows closely that of Lemma 35 of Davenport and Lewis
[3], the only difference being that their relation (119) is to be replaced by
0! + . . .+0,-24/6
in the proof of (5.5) and by
1
in the proof of (5.6).
LEMMA 13. Let T ^ 0, let fx{ be given by (5.3), and let
®(T) = {(Px,A): max(IAMAI)
Then
12f f II
J J i=i
r r ft
J —on •/ —00 < =
and
r r n'
J —CO J —CO
where YL' denotes a product over any eleven of i = 1,..., 12.
This can be shown in the same way as Lemma 36 of Davenport and
Lewis [3].
LEMMA 14. The contribution of all the major arcs W{ava2,q) with
q > Pn to the integral (3.9) is 4 P46'5"*.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from (5.5), (5.9), and Lemmas 10
and 11.
Let
9WO(OI.«B.«) = {(«!.«•): l - r - a ^ - 1 ! < p*"3 (' = 1.2)} (5.11)
denote a contracted major arc.
LEMMA 15. The contribution of all the 9Jl(a1,a2,g)\9)fl0(a1,a2,g) with
1 ^ ava2 ^ q ^ Pn and (a1}a2,q) = 1 to (3.9) is
Proof. Let (ocv a2) e <3R(a1,a2)q)\'iSfl0(a1)a2,q). By Lemma 10 of
Davenport [2], E%<) ^ qfWpv6. Thus, by (5.4) and (5.7) for a particular
set av a2, q, the contribution is
...<7ie)-1/3 \ \ II
The lemma now follows from (5.6) and (5.8).
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LEMMA 16. The contribution of all the 9Jlo(ai» a2> ?) w^h
1 < av a2 ^ q ^ Pn
and (a1,a2i?) = 1 to (3.9) is
P16/5S(P7*)/(P) + O(P9), (5.12)
where
01=1 a2=i i= i
( ) » l
(5.14)
/(P)= JJ /iOh).../«(^ii)*i*..
/^(y) is ^ e analogue of (3.3) w>^7& summation replaced by integration.
The proof of Lemma 16 follows, via (5.10), the argument of Lemmas 40
and 41 of Davenport and Lewis [3].
6. The final stages of the proof
LEMMA 17. We have
where 0 is a positive constant.
Proof. The proof follows from (5.8) and the argument of Lemma 42
of Davenport and Lewis [3].
= s £
2=1
LEMMA 18. Let
Then (5 converges absolutely,
<5(P7*) = (5 + 0{P-»s) < 1, (6.2)
and
S > 0. (6.3)
Proof. The absolute convergence and (6.2) follow from Lemma 4 and
(5.6). I t is easily seen that the qth. term of the series is a multiplicative
function of q. Thus
where
oo ph ph 16
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By Lemma 4 and (5.6), | %p -11 <^  P~2- Thus for some p0
n X, > *• (6-5)
P>Po
For any given £> ^ p0, it follows by the usual arguments that xP > 0
provided that the equations (1.1) have a non-singular solution in the
2>-adic field. Since not more than six of the ratios rv ..., r16 are the same,
every form XF + fiG with A,/* =£ 0,0 contains at least ten variables in the
2>-adic field. Thus the corollary to Theorem 1, of Davenport and Lewis [3]
ensures that there is a non-singular solution in the p-a,dic field. Hence,
by (6.4) and (6.5) we have (6.3).
By (3.9) and Lemmas 9, 14, 15, and 16,
JV(P) =
By Lemmas 17 and 18 this is
which tends to infinity as P tends to infinity. This completes the proof
of the theorem. ,
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